A generalized exponential distribution is considered for analyzing lifetime data; such statistical models are applicable when the observations are available in an ordered manner. This study examines failure censored data, which consist of testing n items and terminating the experiment when a pre-assigned number of items, for example r ( < n), have failed. Due to scale and shape parameters, both have flexibility for analyzing different types of lifetime data. This distribution has increasing, decreasing and a constant hazard rate depending on the shape parameter. This study provides maximum likelihood estimation and uniformly minimum variance unbiased techniques for the estimation of reliability of a component. Numerical computation was conducted on a data set and a comparison of the performance of two different techniques is presented.
Introduction
Usually observations made on a random variable do not become available in an ordered manner. If n items are taken from a machine and measured for some characteristics such as diameter, it would be an anomalyas well as a cause for concernif the first item taken had the smallest diameter; the second item, the second smallest diameter, etc. However, there exist numerous practical situations, for example, life testing fatigue and other kinds of destructive test situations, where the data become available in this way. If n radio tubes are put through a life test, for example, then the weakest will fail first in time, the second weakest one fails next, etc. Based on this pattern, it seems clear that observations will naturally occur in an ordered manner in life test situations, regardless of whether the test is the life of electric bulbs, life of radio tubes, life of ball bearings, life of various kinds of physical equipment or length of life after some treatment performed on animals or human beings. There are other situationsfor example, testing the current needed to blow out a fuse, the voltage needed to break down a condenser, the force needed to rupture some physical material, etc.where observations become available in order if the test is arranged in such a way that every item in the sample is subjected to the same stimulus (current, voltage, stress, dosage, etc.) , so that the first weakest item fails, then the second weakest item fails, and so on.
Put in general terms, if n items drawn at random from some generalized exponential population are tested, and the data become available in such a way that the smallest observation comes first, the second smallest second, and so on until finally the largest observation is last, then it is possible to discontinue experimentation after observing the first r failures in a life test. The two principal advantages associated with the possibility of stopping before all n observations are made stem from the observations occurring in an ordered manner and the ability to reach a decision in a shorter time or with fewer observations than if utilizing a procedure that involves observing what happens to all items being tested. Thus, this study is devoted to failure censored data, which consists of putting n items on test and terminating the experiment when a pre-assigned number of items, for example r (< n), have failed. The data obtained from such experimentation is almost mandatory in dealing with high cost sophisticated items such as televisions.
The Generalized Exponential Distribution (GED), which more accurately represents time to failure, is used instead of the more commonly used exponential distribution. Although incorporation of the GED in life testing modeling adds to the complexity of modeling and estimation, it fits life data more accurately than the exponential distribution due to its flexibility.
The two parameter GED was proposed and studied extensively by Gupta and Kundu (1999 , 2001a , 2001b , Raqab (2002) , Raqab and Ahsanullah (2001) and Zheng (2002) and the two parameter GED distribution has: density function
survival function
and hazard function
Here α > 0 and λ > 0 are the shape and scale parameters respectively. For different values of the shape parameter, the density function can take different shapes. Hereafter, the GED with shape parameter α and scale parameter λ will be denoted by GE(α,λ) . This article focuses on the maximum likelihood estimate and the minimum variance unbiased estimate of the shape parameter when the scale parameter is known.
Estimation Based on MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Suppose n items are subjected to test without replacement and the test is terminated after r items have failed. If the failure censored data consist of the lifetimes of the r items that failed (X (1) < X (2) < … < X (r) ) and the fact that (n − r) items have survived beyond X (r) . The likelihood of the ordered sample failure times is given below if the failure times are generalized exponentially distributed with pdf (1). For given ordered failures times when it is desired to estimate α when λ is known:
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The log likelihood function of the observed sample is
The MLE of α, for example,  for known λ is
where ln 1 and ln 1 and ln 1 ,
If the n items are tested and observation continues until r units have failed then (T (1) , T (2) , …, T (r) ) are the transferred failure time from exponential population with mean life α. Because X 1 , X 2 , …, X r are independently and identically distributed (iid) GED(α,λ), then T (i) , the transformed ordered failures, are iid as Expo(α). In this plan the number of items exposed at any time is n, the joint distribution of T (1) , T (2) , …, T (r) , that is, the number of failed items out of n items tested is given by 
Expectation of Reliability and its Standard Error
To evaluate the expectation of reliability and its standard error, results from Watson 
